The recently observed boson at 125 GeV could be a light composite scalar from near-conformal technicolor dynamics: a technicolor Higgs. If this is the case, unitarization of longitudinal weak boson scattering amplitudes, which is due to exchanges of the Higgs and spin-one vector technimesons, is expected to occur in a strong regime, with saturation of the unitarity bounds. This implies that pp → V V jj processes, where V is either a W or a Z boson, are enhanced, relative to the standard model. We show that this allows probing near-conformal technicolor for couplings and masses of the spin-one resonances which are not directly accessible for direct Drell-Yan production. * diogo.buarque@uclouvain.be † roshan.foadi@uclouvain.be 1 arXiv:1209.5913v1 [hep-ph]
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have announced the discovery of a new boson with the approximate mass of 125 GeV, and suggested that this might be the long sought Higgs boson [1, 2] . If this is confirmed by future data, it will be extremely important to accurately measure the Higgs coupling to the particles of the standard model (SM). The g hW W and g hZZ couplings are of particular importance, because of the role they play in the unitarization of longitudinal weak boson scattering amplitudes. Recall that for a given 2 → 2 scattering amplitude M the J-th partial wave projection is defined by
where x is the cosine of the scattering angle, and P J (x) is the J-th Legendre polynomial. For any value of J, unitarity demands a J to lie on a unit circle centered on i/2, the Argand circle. In particular this implies the bounds
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At large values of the center-of-mass (CM) energy the amplitude grows like
where v is the electroweak vev, v 246 GeV, and
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projection undergoes unitarity loss at a few TeVs [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . If this is the case, new particles, not heavier than a few TeVs, must come into play and unitarize the amplitude.
It is often assumed that a light Higgs boson is associated with perturbative dynamics. This implies that, at high energy, the partial wave projections of the longitudinal weak boson scattering amplitudes have a real part approaching a small and constant value, far from the unitarity bounds of Eq. (2) . The reason for this is that the imaginary part of an amplitude is due to loop corrections, which, in a perturbative regime, are small. Thus in order for the a J projections to lie on the Argand circle, also the real part has to be small. Therefore, the terms growing like E 2 must vanish.
If r h = 1, this implies that new states must supply the right-hand side of Eq. (3),
in such a way that the coefficient of the term growing like E 2 vanishes:
This, for example, is the scenario conjectured in [9] and [10] .
Despite the common lore, we believe it possible for a light Higgs to coexist with strong dynamics at the unitarization scale. This occurs if the Higgs boson is a composite scalar of new strong dynamics, technicolor (TC), which is responsible for breaking the electroweak symmetry. Naively the natural mass scale for the lightest TC scalar singlet is of the order of 1 TeV, as obtained by scaling up the lightest scalar isosinglet of quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD), the σ meson. However, in viable TC theories naive QCD scaling-up does not hold, as there are additional mechanisms which lead to a large suppression of the mass of the lightest scalar, relative to the naive estimate. First, viable TC theories are expected to be near-conformal in a range of energies above the chiral symmetry breaking scale. To see this, recall that the SM fermions acquire mass by interacting with the TC vacuum through a spontaneously broken gauge interaction, extended technicolor (ETC) [11, 12] . This, however, introduces unwanted flavor-changing neutral currents, which can only be eliminated by raising the mass of the ETC gauge bosons. Doing so would result in unacceptably small SM fermion masses, unless the TC vacuum is enhanced, from the TC to the ETC scale, by near-conformal dynamics and a large anomalous dimension of the TC vacuum [13] . If TC dynamics feel the presence of a nearby fixed point, the mass of the lightest scalar is expected to be reduced, relative to a QCD-like spectrum. The reason for this is that TC theories with a spontaneously broken scale invariance are expected to feature a massless scalar singlet in the spectrum, the technidilaton [14, 15] . In asymptotically-free TC theories scale invariance is only approximate, and the technidilatonic Higgs boson is expected to acquire a small dynamical mass [14] [15] [16] [17] . By small we mean smaller than the natural mass scale of the light technihadrons, which is of the order of 1 TeV.
Second, the Higgs mass in TC, as well as in the SM, is modified by radiative corrections due to gauge interactions and ETC-induced Yukawa interactions. As in the SM, in TC the radiative corrections to the Higgs mass are quadratic in the cutoff. However, unlike the SM, a theory of technihadrons has a physical cutoff, the scale of compositeness. The latter is estimated to be of the order of 4πF Π [18] , where F Π is the "technipion" decay constant, analogous to the pion decay constant of QCD. If the fermionic sector of TC consists of N TD weak "technidoublets", each contributing an equal amount to v 2 , then F Π = v/ √ N TD . Since the cutoff is physical, the cutoffdependence of the radiative corrections to the Higgs mass is also physical, and, being quadratic, large. The dominant contribution to δM 2 h is negative: it arises from the top loop, and is of the order of (600 GeV) 2 [19] . For strongly coupled dynamics at the unitarization scale, we neither expect sum rules like the one of Eq. (6) to hold, nor the partial wave projections of longitudinal weak boson scattering amplitudes to have a small real part. Instead, we expect the latter to quickly grow (with either an overall plus or minus sign) and oscillate between the unitarity bounds -1/2 and 1/2. This is indeed the scenario of pion-pion scattering in QCD [23] . Because of this, in models with strong unitarization we expect enhancement of pp → V V jj processes at the LHC, where each V denotes either a W or a Z boson [24, 25] . Here we analyze this in the context of near-conformal TC, with a light composite Higgs in the spectrum, and vector meson dominance (VMD). The interesting aspect of this analysis is that it allows to probe TC for masses and coupling of the spin-one resonances lying outside the LHC reach for significant production through Drell-Yan (DY) processes. In fact in models of VMD the coupling of the light SM fermions to the spin-one technimesons is suppressed by g/g, where g is the weak coupling andg is the spin-one technimeson coupling. Thus increasing g reduces sensitivity to DY production [26] [27] [28] . On the other hand, increasingg does not lead to a reduction of the cross section for pp → V V jj, as the partial wave projections of longitudinal weak boson scattering amplitudes are always expected to oscillate between -1/2 and 1/2. Furthermore, 
II. UNITARITY IN NEAR-CONFORMAL TECHNICOLOR
The model we use as a template for our analysis is near-conformal TC with an SU (2) L × SU (2) R → SU (2) V chiral symmetry breaking pattern. By gauging the electroweak subgroup of
R this becomes a model of dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking. The near conformal behavior of the underlying gauge theory is reflected, in the effective theory, by the presence of a light Higgs, which we choose to take as the chiral partner of the technipions eaten by the W and Z bosons, and by a near degenerate set of spin-one vector and axial-vector isotriplets. Such a model has been termed "vanilla TC", and its phenomenology analyzed in [26] [27] [28] . Unitarity of longitudinal weak boson scattering amplitudes in TC has instead been studied in [29] .
A. Lagrangian and parametrization
We denote the normalized SU (2) generators with T a , a = 1, 2, 3, where 2T a are the Pauli matrices. Employing a linear representation for the chiral group leads to the effective Lagrangian
1 Of course unitarity imposes bounds on the mass of the TC spin-one resonances, and is therefore inconsistent to take the latter to be unreasonably heavy. 
where W µ ≡ W a µ T a and B µ are the electroweak boson gauge eigenstates. These definitions follow from the fact that the fields L µ and R µ are taken to transform like W µ and B µ , respectively, under the electroweak gauge group. In the limit of zero electroweak gauge couplings, and because of chiral symmetry breaking, the technimeson mass eigenstates are not L µ and R µ , but the vector and axial linear combinations,
When the electroweak gauge couplings are switched on, V µ and A µ further mix with W µ and B µ to form mass eigenstates. The spin-zero matrix M transforms like the bifoundamental of SU (2) L × SU (2) R , and is defined by
where π a are the technipions "eaten" by the SM weak bosons, andv is the chiral symmetry breaking vev. The latter is not quite equal to v ≡ 246 GeV. In fact the mixing term A a µ ∂π a , which arises from the term proportional to α 2 in the effective Lagrangian, must be removed prior to quantization.
This requires a shift of the A a µ fields and a tree-level renormalization of the technipions. Thusv approaches v ≡ 246 GeV only for large values of the axial technimeson mass, and/or small values of the couplingg. The precise relation between v andv is
Upon higgsing, the spin-zero field M contributes to the mass of the spin-one vector and axial triplets. For zero electroweak gauge couplings this gives
In addition to the SM parameters, the Lagrangian of Eq. (7) contains five additional parameters:
m,g, α 1 , α 2 , and β. In a QCD-like TC theory we could impose both Weinberg sum rules (WSRs) [30] on the vector and axial resonances to eliminate two of these parameters. However in near-conformal TC we only expect the first WSR to approximately hold [31] , which leaves us with four input parameters. In [26] [27] [28] these were taken to be the mass of the axial technimeson, the couplingg, the Lagrangian parameter β, and the contribution to the Peskin-Takeuchi S parameter [32] from the axial and vector technimesons, S. The latter is given by [33] S = 8π
B. Unitarity of longitudinal weak boson scattering amplitudes
At high energies the longitudinal weak boson scattering amplitudes approach the scattering amplitudes of the corresponding eaten Goldstone bosons [5, 34] . We adopt the principle of local unitarization: at a given CM energy √ s, the scattering amplitudes are unitarized by leading-order interactions, and exchanges of states with mass not heavier than √ s. In our TC model the isospin invariant amplitude is unitarized by Higgs and spin-one vector exchanges,
Here g V ππ is the coupling of the vector technimeson to the Goldstone bosons, and g hππ is the relevant linear combination of the Higgs couplings to the eaten Goldstone bosons in units of 1/v [29] . The parameters of Eq. (14), M V , g V ππ , and g hππ , can be computed in terms of the input parameters M A ,g, S, and β [29] . This gives
and
The isospin projections of the invariant amplitude are [24] I 0 = 3A(s, t, u) + A(t, s, u) + A(u, t, s) ,
The Goldstone boson scattering amplitudes can in turn be expressed as functions of the isospin 
L scattering (the quantity between parenthesis in Eq. (19)), for S = 0.3, β = 0, and up to small electroweak corrections. The blue lower curve is for M A = 1.5 TeV, whereas the red upper curve is for M A = 2.0 TeV. Right: the corresponding behavior of r 2 h (solid curves) and r 2 V (dotted curves).
For the W
L scattering, and taking into account corrections due to nonzero electroweak couplings, this gives
whence, comparing with Eq (5),
In general we expect the sum rule of Eq. (6) to be violated, r Fig. 1 (left) .
which for S = 0.3 is approximatelyg 9.1. In Fig. 1 (right) we plot the corresponding behavior of r 2 h (solid curves) and r 2 V (dotted curves). It might seem unreasonable that r h , which is the g hW W coupling in SM units, decreases with increasing M A , since this appears to be the decoupling limit.
However this is not so, because, in addition to v, we are also keeping S fixed. Then inspection of Eqs. (11) and (13) shows that α 2 andv must grow, when M A grows, and g hππ , from Eq. (15), decreases.
Since larger values ofg give a larger coefficient of the term growing like E 2 , we also expect the longitudinal weak boson scattering amplitudes to grow withg. This is shown in Fig. 2 , where the Fig. 1 . We therefore expect signals, in the LHC processes pp → V V jj, to grow accordingly.
III. TECHNICOLOR SIGNALS IN WEAK BOSON SCATTERING
Since the work of [24, 25] , many detailed studies have been dedicated to weak boson scattering in a strongly coupled regime [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . In the absence of a light Higgs, the LHC, running at 14
TeV, would very probably be able to determine whether the weak bosons interact strongly at high energies [42] [43] [44] [45] . See also [46] for the analysis at 7, 8, and 10 TeV. In the presence of a light TC Higgs the prospects for discovering strong dynamics trough weak boson scattering are substantially unchanged -as unitarization still occurs in a strong regime -but may require larger amounts of luminosity. Weak boson scattering, in a strongly coupled regime and a generic composite Higgs, has been investigated in [43, 44, 47] .
As motivated in Sec. I, a light composite Higgs is expected to show up in models of nearconformal TC, like the "vanilla TC" model introduced in Sec. II. This also features a near degenerate set of spin-one vector and axial isotriplets. The Higgs and the vector technimesons unitarize the longitudinal weak boson scattering amplitudes, leaving a footprint of strong dynamics in pp → V V jj processes. In this section we inquire on the possibility of uncovering such a footprint in the high energy region. For this purpose we consider the most relevant totally leptonic channels, in which both weak bosons decay into leptons:
jjZZ → jj + − νν, and jjW ± Z → jj3lν. These channels give a cleaner signature than semileptonic channels 3 . Two perturbative orders contribute to these channels at the LHC: the purely electroweak O(α Our study is based on the complete simulation of these processes at the parton level, using Monte Carlo techniques. Samples for the O(α 6 EM ) TC signal have been generated using the MadGraph/MadEvent [48] framework. The TC model has been implemented in FeynRules [49] and used for phenomenological studies in [26] [27] [28] . The processes have been generated using the decay chain technique, in which the final state fermions are decay products of the weak bosons. The Tab. I features a set of basic cuts to be employed for this kind of analysis. It includes basic detector coverage (e.g.: |η( ± )| < 3.0), minimum transverse momenta for all observed partons, and a cut against low energy jet activity p T (j) > 30GeV, in order to avoid contamination from the underlying event. We require a minimum di-lepton invariant mass to avoid photon singularity, and, in addition, we consider two different ranges for the mass of the lepton pair in the channel with two neutrinos, 2j + − νν. We first select same-flavor charged leptons with a mass in the interval 76
GeV < M ( + − ) < 106 GeV, corresponding to a lepton pair produced by the decay of a Z boson.
Basic Cuts With the additional requirement of a large missing transverse momentum, p T miss > 120 GeV, we cut out Z+ jets production, and isolate the 2jZZ → 2j + − νν channel. When the mass of the lepton pair is outside the quoted range, or the two oppositely charged leptons belong to different families, we consider the event to be a candidate for the 2jW W channel. Since we are interested in high energy scattering, we require M ( + − ) > 250 GeV for this kind of events. Furthermore, we employ additional cuts especially tailored to eliminate certain types of background. These include suppression of top production: |M (j ν rec ) − M top | > 15 GeV in 3 ν + 2 jets channel, and
in which the top momenta cannot be reconstructed.
In Tab. II we enlist a set of kinematical cuts, applied for each channel, whose purpose is to enhance the discrepancy between the TC scenarios and the SM predictions, and to improve the signal to background ratio. For the tag-jets we require high energy, large separation, and localization in the forward/backward regions. The weak bosons and their decay products are required to be central, have a large p T , and be back-to-back in the azimuthal plane. We also require little color activity in the central region. See [44, 45] for a detailed analysis of cut selection in weak boson scattering.
In order to compare our results with the ones of [27] , we set S = 0.3 and β = 0. The Higgs mass is now set to M h = 125 GeV, which does not lead to dramatic changes with respect to the 200 GeV value chosen in [27] . In the (M A ,g) plane we take the values M A = 1.5, 2.0 TeV, and g = 4, 6, 8, which are somewhat complementary to the accessible region for direct DY production
cos(δφ ) < -0.6 -0.6 of spin-one technimesons [27] . For these values we show, in Tab. III, the effective cross section for the selected processes, after application of the kinematical cuts given in Tab. I and Tab. II. Here we analyze the large mass region,
and M (W Z) > 600 GeV, for 2jW + W − , 2jZZ, 2j ± ± νν, and 2j3 ν, respectively. M T (ZZ) is the transverse mass of the ZZ-system:
The numbers in the first row stand for (M A ,g). Notice how the signal increases withg and/or M A , in agreement with the behavior shown in Fig. 2 . Notice also an overall larger yield in TC, compared to the SM.
The channels 2jW W → 2j ν ν, either with opposite or same-sign leptons, present two neutrinos in the final state. As a consequence the reconstruction of the invariant mass of the complete (1.5,4) (2.0,4) (1.5,6) (2.0,6) (1. analyze the large mass region: M ( + − ) > 300 GeV, M T (ZZ) > 300 GeV, M ( ± ± ) > 300 GeV, and M (W Z) > 600 GeV for 2jW + W − , 2jZZ, 2j ± ± νν, and 2j3 ν respectively.
di-boson system is not possible. Instead we must rely on the invariant mass of the two leptons in order to access the high energy region of the scattering process. The di-lepton mass distribution in the opposite-sign lepton channel is shown in Fig. 3 (top-left) for each of the TC scenarios considered, for the SM with a light Higgs, and also for the SM without the Higgs, for comparison. The corresponding distribution for the same-sign leptons channel is shown in Fig. 3 (top-right) . In the 2jZZ → 2j + − νν channel, the presence of two neutrinos again prevents us from reconstructing the di-boson invariant mass. Nevertheless since the neutrinos are Z decay products, it is possible to estimate the transverse mass of the ZZ-system, M T (ZZ), using the missing transverse energy, Eq. (22) . The M T (ZZ) distribution for the 2j + − νν signal is shown in Fig. 3 (bottom-left) . The only channel, among those considered, in which the di-boson mass can be more accurately reconstructed is 2jW Z → 2j3 ν. In this case the mass reconstruction can be achieved by using standard techniques to reconstruct the neutrino momentum [42] . The mass distribution of the W Z-system, with reconstructed neutrino momentum, is shown in Fig. 3 (bottom-right) .
In all of the considered channels TC features an excess of events relative to the SM. The excess increases asg and/or M A become larger, in agreement with the general behavior analyzed in Sec. II B, and summarized by the graphs of Fig. 2 . Phenomenologically this is a very interesting aspect, because it shows complementarity of our analysis with respect to the study of [26] [27] [28] . There, the discovery of TC relies on direct detection of DY-produced spin-one technimesons, in which the sensitivity drops with increasingg and M A . In the analysis of highly-energetic weak boson scattering the sensitivity actually increases with increasingg and/or M A . Of course it should be kept in mind that the mass of the spin-one technimesons cannot be too large, or else the effective theory undergoes an early loss of unitarity, and our analysis becomes inapplicable. However, as long as all weak-boson scattering amplitudes are unitary, our results hold. In fact, as already stressed in the introduction, in a strongly coupled regime the partial wave projections are always expected to saturate the unitarity bounds and oscillate between -1/2 and 1/2. We shall now quantify the potential for discovering near-conformal TC, through weak boson scattering, in the sum of all channels.
A. Statistical combination and results
In order to present our final results we have computed the probability to exclude the SM at the 95% of confidence level, for each of the near-conformal TC scenarios we considered. To compute this probability we assume that the expected number of events observed in each scenario is given by the computed cross section times luminosity, σ × L, and employ a Poisson distribution to account for statistical error. The contributions from O(α
S ) cross sections are subject to parton distribution uncertainty and scale dependence, which have been taken into consideration by smearing the mean value of the poissonian by ±30%. QCD corrections to V V -scattering are around 10% [51] [52] [53] [54] , and PDF uncertainties around 5% at the typical scale of these processes [55] , hence the expected theoretical error are expected to be well within the value we assume. On the other hand, tt + 2 jet backgrounds, which contribute to the 2jW W channel, are expected to be well measured from different regions of phase space, and extrapolated to the region of interest. Theoretical errors are therefore not expected to be an issue and we just assume a standard Poisson distribution in this case. We also assume that the theoretical errors are uncorrelated among different channels. We combine all the four considered channels, using as statistical test the likelihood ratio distribution,
where, within a specific model, P( N , N ) is the probability of obtaining the values N (number of events for the different channels) if the expectation values are N . As an example, in Fig. 4 we show the probability distribution of −2 ln Q for the combination of all four channels, comparing the (M A ,g) = (2 TeV, 8) near-conformal TC scenario with the SM. The probability to exclude the SM at the 95% of confidence level can be extracted from the plot: the less the signal curve overlaps with the region on the right of the dashed vertical line, the larger the probability to exclude the SM. This probability is shown in Tab. IV for all TC scenarios we considered. As anticipated, the probability to exclude the SM is larger for larger values ofg and/or M A . This demonstrates complementarity of this type of analysis with respect to the analysis based on DY searches of spin-one technimesons.
Our results show that it is possible to exclude part of the parameter space already with L = 100 fb −1 at 14 TeV. The analysis can be improved by adding additional decay channels for the weak bosons, and by exploring a larger portion of the parameter space.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
It is possible that the recently observed boson at 125 GeV is a composite scalar singlet of a near-conformal TC theory: a TC Higgs. The presence of a nearby fixed point reduces the mass of the TC Higgs, relative to QCD-like estimates, and quadratically divergent radiative corrections from the top quark lead to a further large reduction. If the near-conformal TC scenario is correct, then we expect also a near-degenerate set of spin-one vector and axial technimeson triplets to be in the spectrum. In [26, 27] reduced as the technimeson couplingg is increased. The reason for this is that in VMD (which is typically assumed to hold) the SM fermion coupling with the spin-one TC resonances is reduced by a factor of g/g, where g is the weak coupling. DY production also drops with increasing mass of the spin-one resonances, as obviously expected from kinematical reasons.
In this note we investigated signatures of near-conformal TC by analyzing highly energetic weak boson scattering amplitudes. The reason for this is that in a strongly coupled regime, and at high energies, the longitudinal weak boson scattering amplitudes are expected to saturate the unitarity bounds of Eq. (2). In a perturbative regime, in contrast, scattering amplitudes are expected to drop
to negligible values at high energies. In near-conformal TC, at a few TeVs, the longitudinal weak boson scattering amplitudes are unitarized by the light TC Higgs and by the spin-one vector triplet.
Since amplitudes are unitary but large, we expect enhanced signals in pp → V V jj processes, which can therefore be used to test the TC hypothesis. In contrast to DY production, the enhancement of weak boson scattering drops neither with increasingg nor with increasing mass of the spin-one resonances, as the partial wave projections of the scattering amplitudes are always expected to saturate the unitarity bound. We actually find the signal for the 2jW + W − , 2jZZ, 2j ± ± νν, and 2j3 ν channels to increase withg and M A (M A is the mass of the spin-one axial triplet, which, being near degenerate with the mass of the spin-one vector triplet M V , can be conveniently used to parametrize the overall mass of the lightest states in the TC spin-one sector). This shows that TC searches in pp → V V jj channels are complementary to DY searches, which are most effective at small values ofg and M A .
Our results are summarized in Tab. IV, in which we show the probability of excluding the SM at the 95% C.L., for different near-conformal TC scenarios (different values ofg and M A ), and different integrated luminosities. For instance, if the TC scenario with M A = 2.0 TeV andg = 8 is realized in Nature, then the LHC will be able to exclude the SM, with a 77% probability, at the 95% C.L., already for 50 fb −1 of integrated luminosity. Our analysis includes leptonic decays only, and can therefore be improved by including additional decay modes for the weak bosons. The analysis can also be refined by investigating a larger set of points in the parameter space. The reach of this analysis goes to regions of the parameter space inaccessible to the usual DY production of resonances and is therefore an important tool for probing this type of theory.
